










When a blue-tongued skink is 

faced by a predator head-on, it 

has to use a different defense 

mechanism than losing its tail. This is 

because the gentle blue-tongued 

skink has peg-like teeth that aren't 

sharp enough to deliver dangerous 

bites. Instead the skink' s best 
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chance of survival is to puff up its body, making itself look larger. Then, it opens its jaws, 

startling the predator with its bright pink mouth and long blue tongue, while hissing loudly. 

The bright colors it displays are a warning sign in the animal kingdom: "Keep away! I'm 

poisonous!" Although blue-tongued skinks really aren't poisonous, the predator doesn't 

know this. 

Did you know that blue-tongued skinks are becoming popular pets in Australia? 

These unique, mild-mannered reptiles sure look a lot different than the average lizard! As 

the largest of all types of skinks, and one of the gentlest, it's not surprising to see why these 

reptiles have made their way into peoples homes-and hearts! 
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A Lizard with a Blue Tongue 
By Guy Belleranti 

Match each vocabulary word from the reading passage 

with the correct definition. 

__ 1. peculiar a. birds of prey

__ 2. startling b. an animal that hunts and eats other animals

__ 3. scrumptious c. to keep under control

__ 4. predator d. strange; unusual

__ 5. regulate e. to regrow a part of the body

6. burrows f. frightening; catching off guard

__ 7. raptors g. extremely tiny

8. miniature h. delicious; tasty

__ 9. regenerate i. untamed; wild

10. feral j. tunnels or holes dug by small animals
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